World Class Road Marking, Surfacing and Repair Solutions
Hitex International Group are a leading solutions provider of road safety markings,
road surfacing, road repair systems and decorative surface treatments.
The group brings together four companies, each an established
market leader, and experts in contracting services, material and
equipment manufacture, and product development.

our business, enabling us to deliver the service demanded by
our partners and clients and to meet the evolving challenges of
the global road network.

Through shared industry expertise and resources, we develop
integrated solutions for a wide range of road infrastructure
projects. Hitex International Group places innovation at the core of

Based in the UK, Hitex International Group of companies are
privately-owned and family run.

Clear vision for the road ahead
Hitex International Group
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MANUFACTURING SERVICES

CONTRACTING SERVICES

Committed to manufacturing safe,
innovative material solutions
through on-going product research
and development

Industry leaders in the development
and manufacture of specialist vehicles
and equipment

Providing our clients with a
comprehensive range of
contracting services with
technical support

Shaping our environment through
skilled installation of tough, attractive
and maintenance-free surfacing

Material Manufacturing

Application Vehicles and Equipment

Road Marking and Surfacing Contracting

Decorative Surfacing

Established in 2004, Hitex Traffic Safety Ltd
are independent market leaders in the
development, manufacture and supply of
thermoplastic road marking materials,
high friction safety surfacing, permanent road
repair systems and decorative surfacing.

Somerford Equipment Ltd was acquired by
Hitex International Group in 2010 to complement
and expand the Group’s offering to the road
marking sector.

Founded in 1972, L&R Roadlines has built a
reputation for professionalism and integrity,
and successfully delivers a wide range of projects
to both public and private sectors.

Textureprint Ltd are specialists in the installation of
decorative surfacing solutions for roads, pathways
and outdoor hard landscaping projects.

Established over 40 years ago, the Somerford name is known
throughout the industry for the exceptional quality and
durability of their application vehicles and equipment.

L&R began collaborative working with Tier 1 contractors
and local government authorities from the late Seventies,
and have since become an integral part in the key supply
chains of many organisations.

Co-located with our contracting services in Cheshire, Hitex
Traffic Safety has steadily expanded to become one of the
UK’s largest suppliers of road marking and surfacing solutions.
Our specialist Research & Development division continues to
improve the performance and sustainability of our products,
as well as engineering solutions for a diverse range of climates,
terrains and road networks worldwide.
Hitex utilise the highest quality raw materials and
manufacturing processes to achieve excellence in our
finished products, and pride ourselves on outstanding
customer service and comprehensive technical support.
Hitex International Group

Somerford Equipment continue to lead the industry in the
latest technological advances, with continuous investment
allowing greater focus on delivering safer, more efficient and
innovative designs to the UK and global marketplace.
Somerford Equipment specialise in the design and build
of vehicles and equipment, with a wide range of a
complementary services including full vehicle refurbishment,
operator training, servicing and vehicle repair.
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L&R Roadlines were a founder member of the Road
Safety Markings Association (RSMA), and the first road lining
contractors to gain Quality Assurance accreditation.
Located with our material manufacturing division at extensive
purpose-built facilities, L&R Roadlines provide a comprehensive
package of service and support to our clients.
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Textureprint was established in 2002 as a specialist
contracting division to service the growing demand for
attractive and functional surface dressings. Our operatives
are skilled installers of Hitex brand coloured, textured and
natural stone surfacing ranges, including Hitex TexPrint
embossed surfacing.
Textureprint work alongside design engineers, landscape
architects and local authorities to find unique,
maintenance-free alternatives to traditional surfacing.
As part of Hitex International Group, Textureprint have the
advantage of in-house material and equipment manufacture,
product development and technical support.
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